
Two methods.
One objective.
No corrosion.
Zincked Jungheinrich JUNGSTARS.6
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Tough performer 

JUNGSTARS are Jungheinrich’s answer  

to used material handling trucks. And  

they count among the best of the  market. 

Our high-end refurbishment process 

 according to the 5-star principle ensures 

that each vehicle is restored to a tech ni-

cally and visually perfect condition, fulfill-

ing the highest safety and sustainability 

 standards – “as Jungheinrich as new”. 

With our zincked models you get  extremely 

resistant trucks which can brave the tough-

est environments. Where chemicals, salt  

or water can attack a truck it can be difficult 

to prevent. Our zincked  JUNGSTARS fits 

perfectly for transport and stacking tasks:

At the harbour

In the food industry

In the chemical industry

Jungheinrich AG

Holzikerstrasse 5 
5042 Hirschthal
Telefono   062 739 31 06

Carrale di Bergamo 107
6517 Arbedo-Castione
Telefono   091 829 00 32

info@jungheinrich.ch
www.jungheinrich.ch



Zincked  
Jungheinrich 
 JUNGSTARS.
Our sustainable answer  
for wet and agressive conditions.

Hot-galvanizing

JUNGSTARS gets their pervasive protection against 

corrosive influences with a 450 °C hot zinc bath. This 

technique is used for all trucks without mast. Due to 

the high temperatures the mast would warp. Painting 

is not part of this process.

Flame-galvanizing

This method is usually used for bigger trucks with a 

mast – however other trucks can be zincked with 

this process as well. The procedure is more complex 

and requires the truck to be painted on completion. 

Our cold store package

When it comes to Arctic cold conditions both gal-

vanizing methods are insufficient. For this extreme 

environment we offer a special cold store package 

which ensures a fully efficient operation in low 

sub-zero temperatures by the exchange of certain 

truck parts, tubes, oils and fluids.


